Memory shouldn't be associated with isolation and sadness. Memory has to be associated with future, moving forward and hope. In the following project, a light has been erected for each of the people who disappeared in the MH-17 accident, each soul is materialized, each of them crosses the ground and bring light to a space dedicated to culture, learning, progress and happiness.

Memory leads us gradually to the part hidden from the program. Three stairs lead to the underground conference center where the Memorial is the park, and conversely.

The conference center, in which light is brought by the memorial, using optical fibers, provokes an implosion and explosion. The place had to be discrete, inviting you to enter the memory. Through opera, theater, cinema, and installations, the development everyone can experiment the duty of memory at his convenience.

Stand straight ahead, proudly.

The north bank of java-eiland seems to be a nice walk, that's why a thin pedestrian connection appears naturally in the conception process. The height of the memorial grows progressively while the ground varies on the contrary.